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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An improved construction of liquid dispensing device 

for spraying liquid or semi-liquid substances in atomized 
form from a container under the action of a propellant is 
disclosed. 
The invention is described in respect to a prior art con 

struction in which there is provided a discharge tube which 
is adapted to extend downwardly into a container and 
which includes an upper or top portion formed as a re 
taining cup. A retaining cap is applied over the top of the 
cup and includes an opening for a discharge member 
which includes a discharge tube portion which extends 
through an opening in the top of the cap and is provided at 
its top end with an actuating button that provides a nozzle 
discharge for the liquid material. The discharge member 
includes a trough portion or cup-shaped flange within the 
retaining cup which bear upwardly against the cap under 
the influence of a biasing spring disposed between the 
discharge member and a flanged portion or raised portion 
on the interior of the retaining cup immediately above the 
discharge tube which is inserted in the container. 
The present invention is an improvement over the prior 

art inasmuch as a spring is not used to bias the discharge. 
member trough portion upwardly against the cap but in 
stead a resiliently deformable element having an apex 
such as a pin is arranged centrally relative to the discharge 
axis of the discharge tube and disposed between the upper 
end of the discharge tube in the supporting member and 
provides a resiliently deformable element which causes the 
rim of the trough of the suporting member to 
be urged upwardly toward sealing engagement with the 
cap. A feature of the construction is that the resiliently 
deformable element is arranged and constructed so that it 
applies a pressure over a substantially punctiform area 
between the cup flange and the supporting member at a 
location on the axis of the discharge tube and it is centrally 
arranged in respect to the upward flow passage. 

S SS 

This invention relates to means for spraying liquid or 
semi-liquid substances in atomised form, from a container, 
under the action of a propellant, such means comprising 
a discharge tube for the liquid which mostly-but not 
necessarily-projects from the top of the container, and 
the spraying means being operated either by angularly tilt 
ing the discharge tube device by finger pressure applied 
thereto, or by pushing the tube inwardly into the con 
tainer. 

In spraying devices of this type the discharge tube is 
mounted in a resiliently deformable sealing disc arranged 
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for instance at the top of the container, the tube projecting 
outwardly from and inwardly into the container through 
said disc, and the outer end portion of said tube carrying 
a finger piece or head provided with an outlet aperture 
or nozzle. 

In various known constructions the inner tube section 
is provided with a cupped flange, which may be conical, 
substantially conical or similar, and the outer edge of 
which normally engages the surface of the sealing disc, 
inside the container, the flange and the sealing disc defining 

70 

between them an annular space connected to the interior 

2 
of the discharge tube by one or more than one aperture, 
orifice or the like. In some constructions this flange is 
made in one with the tube, with the flange may be consti 
tated by a separate body suitably assembled with the dis 
charge tube. 
The abovementioned flange prevents an undesired flow 

of liquid from the container to said aperture or orifice 
which in some cases acts as a metering means for the 
liquid to be ejected from the container, or to be atomised. 
If lateral finger pressure is to be applied to the aforemen 
tioned finger piece or head and the discharge tube is tilted, 
the flange is partly disengaged from the surface of the seal 
ing disc so that, while the discharge tube is held in angu 
larly tilted position, liquid can flow under the action of the 
propellant from the container-or from a space surround 
ing the flange-into the discharge tube via said aperture 
or orifice, or through a plurality of the latter. 
When the finger pressure on the head and on the dis 

charge tube ceases, the tube is returned to its normal 
position and the cupped flange is made to re-engage the 
inner surface of the sealing disc and thereby to cut off the 
aperture, orifice or orifices from the interior of the con 
tainer, the return of the flange to its normal position being 
effected in most known devices by a spring accommodated 
within a retaining cup or otherwise supported within the 
container, for instance within the top portion of the latter. 

It has previously been proposed to make the discharge 
tube and the flange as well as the retaining cup or the 
like of synthetic material. The spring however which 
maintains these parts in their normal position, is made of 
steel or other metal and is therefore subjected to corrosion 
and, due to Such corrosion, the liquid is subjected to con 
tamination in the course of time. 

Even if the spring, which in all these cases is designed 
as a coil spring, were likewise made of synthetic plastic 
material, the problem still remains to design the spring 
so accurately that it applies an even pressure upon the 
parts which it is meant to retain in the mutually correct 
position, to avoid leakage. 
The present invention has for its object to provide an 

improved spraying device of the type above referred 
to for use on aerosol containers, which no longer de 
pends for its operation on the use of a coil spring. Ac 
cording to the invention a resiliently deformable element 
having an apex, such as a pin, is so arranged centrally 
relative to the discharge tube between the latter and 
supporting member, e.g. a retaining cup, that its resiliency 
causes the rim of the cupped flange to be urged towards 
the sealing disc so as to seal thereagainst, the resilient 
ly deformable element being so arranged and constructed 
that it applies a pressure over a substantially punctiform 
area between the cupped flange and the supporting mem 
ber at a location on the axis of the discharge tube. 

If the tube is closed at its inner end, the apex of the 
element may engage the end face or bottom of the tube 
centrally. If, on the other hand, the flange above referred 
to is constituted by a separate body assembled with the 
discharge tube, the apex of the resilient element may en 
gage the end face of said body. Alternatively, the resil 
iently deformable element may be connected with the 
said end face of the closed tube bottom, or of said sepa 
rate body, and engage with its apex a support provided 
centrally in the outlet permitting the entry of liquid un 
der pressure from the aerosol container into the interior 
of said retaining cup. V- 

If so desired the surface engaged by the apex of the 
resiliently deformable element may be provided central 
ly with a recess or equivalent for the purpose of locat 
ing the apex of the resilient element. 
The resilient element thus replaces the aforementioned 

coil spring, as it supplies the force required for holding 
the flange-which is either made in one with the closed 
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tube or is provided on said separate body-in contact 
with the sealing disc which surrounds the discharge tube, 
at least to the time when the pressure within the aerosol 
container provides a force which assists in keeping the 
flange in contact with said disc thereby at least partly 
relieving the resilient element of the load thereon. 
The resiliently deformable element may be integral 

with the retaining cup itself, e.g. be connected thereto by 
a spider-like centre piece provided in the bottom of the 
cup and made in one piece with the latter, e.g. by mould 
ing. Alternatively the resiliently deformable element may 
be secured to the cup in any desired manner. Also it is 
possible to make the resilient element in one piece either 
with the closed discharge tube or with said separate body. 

Moreover, it is possible for the bottom of the retaining 
cup to be partially closed and for the pin to project cen 
trally from said bottom, if the discharge end of the dip 
tube is connected elsewhere to the space of the retain 
ing cup or to its equivalent. 
The arrangement according to the invention can be 

used with advantage on spraying means having a dis 
charge tube for use on an aerosol container, irrespective 
of whether the spraying means is to be operated by tilting 
the tube by lateral pressure, or by pushing it inwardly 
relative to the aerosol container. 

In order to more particularly describe the invention, 
reference is made to the accompanying drawing which 
illustrates some embodiments of the invention by way of 
example only, and wherein: 

FIG. 1 shows in longitudinal section a known type of 
spray unit; 

FIG. 2 shows in longitudinal section a similar spray 
unit embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a cross-section taken on line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 shows in longitudinal section a spray unit simi 

lar to that according to Patent No. 3,098,589; 
FIG. 5 shows in longitudinal section a spray unit simi 

lar to FIG. 4 but incorporating a modified embodiment 
of the invention; 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 6-6 
of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 show in longitudinal section two 
more modifications of the invention. 

In the figures of the drawings equivalent parts are 
designated by the same reference numerals which in the 
various embodiments of the invention are augmented by 
100, or by multiples of 100. 

Referring first to FIG. 1 same illustrates a known 
spraying device which includes a sealing disc 10 of a rub 
ber or other resiliently deformable material inserted into 
a central cavity of a cap 12 adapted to be tightly secured 
to the neck of an aerosol container (not shown). The 
Sealing disc 10 is held in position within said cavity by 
the end flange 11 of a retaining cup 13 which encases the 
control means proper of the spraying unit, and the bot 
tom of which is provided centrally with a passage 14 
which extends into the interior of the container and to 
which the conventional dip tube 15 is attached. The 
wall of the cap 12 is formed around its side with an 
annular bead 16 which engages beneath a shoulder 17 
constituting the underside of the flange 11. 

In the form shown the control means of the spraying 
device comprise a discharge tube 18 which is closed at 
its bottom and is made in one with a substantially conical 
flange 19 designed to bound a trough-like space 20 which 
surrounds the lower portion of the tube 18. The tube 18 
is a gas-tight fit in a central aperture of the sealing disc 
10 and it projects outwardly from said disc, with clear 
ance, through an aperture 21 formed in the flat end 22 
of the cap 12. The outward projecting length of the 
discharge tube 18 carries the usual finger piece or head 
23, the cavity 24 of which communicates with a narrow 
Outlet 25 or spray nozzle. A metering aperture 26 con 
nects the trough-like space 20 bounded by the flange 9 
with the interior of the tube 18. 
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4 
A coil compression spring 27 is accommodated be 

tween the bottom of the retaining cup 13 and the under 
side 28 of the flange 9, the spring 27 being secured in 
position by cylindrical extensions 29 and 30 which pro 
jects towards each other from the underside of the flange 
19 and from the bottom of the cup 13, respectively. 
By the action of the spring 27 the flange 19 is urged 

towards the sealing disc 10 so that the edge 31 of the 
flange is normally made to engage the underside of the 
disc 10. Thus no liquid from the interior of the container 
will emerge from the discharge tube 18 and from the 
outlet 25 while the whole periphery of the flange 19 is 
held tightly against the sealing disc 10 by the resiliency of 
the compression spring 27. 
Only if the discharge tube is forced inwardly into the 

retaining cup 13, by finger pressure applied to the head 
23, and is either angularly tilted or pushed inwardly, the 
liquid under pressure will flow from the aerosol container 
through the passage 14, the interior space of the cup 13, 
over the edge 31 over at least a portion of the flange 19 
into the trough 20 and thence via the metering hole 26, 
the tube 18, the cavity 24 and the outlet 25. 

Experience has shown that, for the degree of compres 
sion of the spring 27 in its normal, expanded condition, 
which it is possible to adopt for the comfortable handling 
of a spraying head, and more particularly for aerosol prod 
ucts under comparatively low pressure, a certain leakage 
of the contents of the container is practically unavoidable. 
This may cause, particularly under unfavorable conditions, 
a substantial loss of the product in the course of time and, 
depending on the nature of the product, sometimes also 
other inconveniences such as an undesired smell. This 
drawback is due to the inherent asymmetry of coil springs 
which produces an uneven distribution of the pressure 
around the circumference of the surface portion 28 en 
gaged by the Spring. 

This drawback is avoided in the spraying device accord 
ing to the present invention in which a substantially punc 
tiform pressure is applied, centrally, to the flange which 
together with the rubber or other resiliently compressible 
disc provides the required seal for the aerosol container. 

In one embodiment of a spray unit according to the 
invention shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, which in construction 
resembles that shown in FIG. 1, a pin 132 is made in one 
piece with the retaining cup 113, the pin 132 extending 
upwardly from the bottom 133 of the cup centrally along 
the longitudinal axis A of the passage 114. The pin 132 
is held in position within the outlet from the passage 114 
by arms 134 arranged in spider fashion, which between 
them leave ducts 135 through which the pressurized aero 
sol product can emerge from the passage 114 into the re 
taining cup 113. 

Like the retaining cup 113, the pin 132 also consists 
of resiliently compressible synthetic material and it is 
of a length which is sufficient to engage the centre of the 
underside 128 of the flange 119 which, as in the known 
embodiment described above, is made in one with the 
discharge tube 118 of the spraying device. Tests carried 
out with spraying devices as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 have 
shown that such leakage as was observed with known 
spray units is completely avoided. 
A further embodiment of a spraying device according 

to the invention shown in FIG. 4 of the drawing closely 
resembles a known spraying device described in Patent 
No. 3,098,589. The known device according to the patent 
differs from those described above in that the flange 219 
is made separate from the discharge tube 218 and is at 
tached to an apertured flange 236 surrounding the lower 
portion of the discharge tube 218 by snap action. The 
other features which distinguish the known assembly of 
the discharge tube 218 with the sealing flange 219 are not 
relevant to the present invention but can be understood 
from the specification of the abovementioned patent. 
As distinct from the known device, however, in the de 

vice according to the invention shown in FIG. 4, a pin 
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232 is made in one piece from resiliently deformable ma 
terial with the retaining cup 213 and extends upward from 
the bottom 233 of the cup 213, centrally along the longi 
tudinal axis A of the passage 214. The pin 232 is held 
in position within the outlet from the passage 214 by arms 
234 arranged in spider fashion, which between them leave 
ducts 235 through which the aerosol product under pres 
sure can emerge from the passage 214 into the retaining 
cup 213. The pin 232 is again of a length which is suffi 
cient to engage the centre of the underside 228 of the 
body 237 formed with the flange 219, and it engages the 
very centre of the underside 228 of that body. 
As will be seen from FIG. 4 it may be convenient to 

provide a shallow recess 238 centrally in the underside 
of the body 237 to receive the apex of the pin 232 and 
thereby to avoid slippage of that apex along the face 228 
during the application of outside pressure on the spraying 
head. 
Numerous tests carried out with the device have shown 

that leakage from aerosol containers during non-use is 
completely avoided. 

FIGS. 5 and 6, show a variant of the last described unit, 
which differs therefrom in that the pin 332 is made in one 
with the body 337 and extends centrally and upward from 
the bottom 328 of the latter. In this case a support 339 
is provided inside the outlet from the passage 314, the 
support 339 being made in one, with the retaining cup 
and held in the centre of said outlet by arms 334 which 
between them leave ducts 335 for the liquid entering the 
cup 313 from the passage 314. The top face of the Sup 
port 339 is formed with a shallow recess 338 which in 
the assembled spraying device accommodates the apex of 
the pin 332. 
The function and operation of the device described with 

reference to FIGS. 5 and 6 is the same as described above. 
FIG. 7 illustrates another embodiment wherein the 

pin-which in the embodiments according to FIGS.2 
and 4 is solid-is replaced by a thin-walled, conical ele 
ment 432 formed in one of resiliently compressible ma 
terial with the retaining cup 413. The thin-Walled element 
is formed with a number of apertures 435 through which 
the pressurised liquid product contained in the aerosol 
container can emerge from the latter through the pas 
sage 414 and into the space of the cup 413. 
A variant of the embodiment shown in FIG. 7 is illus 

trated in FIG. 8. In this variant the conical, thin-walled 
element 532 is made separate from the retaining cup 513. 
It is provided along its periphery with an annular flange 
540 secured within an annular recess 541 which surrounds 
the outlet from the pasage 514, for instance by a suitable 
cement. o 

I desire it to be understood that I do not wish protection 
by Letters Patent to be limited to the afore described de 
tails, as these can be further modified within the scope and 
ambit of the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. An aerosol container with an outlet for the aerosol 

contents thereof, comprising in combination: a Sealing 
disc within the container in sealing contact with a portion 
of the container around said outlet, an aperture in the 
sealing disc, an aerosol discharge tube which has an out 
let opening, the tube passing through the container outlet 
with clearance, being a tight fit in said aperture and be 
ing displaceable relative to the container outlet, an outer 
part of the discharge tube projecting through the aperture 
outward from, and an inner part of the tube projecting 
inwardly into, the aerosol container; a cupped flange dis 
posed around the inner part of the discharge tube, said 
flange having a circumferential rim and defining together 
with said inner part an annular space; an orifice in said 
discharge tube which connects said annular space with the 
interior of the tube and with said outlet opening; a Sup 
porting member within the container at a distance from 
the discharge tube and a resiliently deformable element 
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6. 
so arranged between the supporting member and the dis 
charge tube that its resiliency causes the rim of the cupped 
flange to be urged towards the sealing disc so as to seal 
thereagainst, the resiliently deformable element being ar 
ranged and constructed so that it applies a pressure over 
a substantially punctiform area between the cupped flange 
and the supporting member at a location on the axis of 
the discharge tube, said resiliently deformable element 
being constituted by a pin made in one with said support 
ing member. 

2. An aerosol container as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
the pin is arranged within said passage and is united with 
the retaining cup by a spider-like member. 

3. An aerosol container as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
the pin is arranged within said passage and is united with 
the retaining cup by radial arms. 

4. An aerosol container with an outlet for the aerosol 
contents thereof, comprising in combination: a sealing 
disk within the container in sealing contact with a por 
tion of the container around said outlet, an aperture in 
the sealing disk, an aerosol discharge tube which has an 
outlet opening, the tube passing through the container 
outlet with clearance, being a tight fit in said aperture 
and being displaceable relative to the container outlet, an 
outer part of the discharge tube projecting through the 
aperture outward from, and an inner part of the tube 
projecting inwardly into, the aerosol container; a cupped 
flange disposed around the inner part of the discharge 
tube, said fange having a circumferential rim and defining 
together with said inner part an annular space; an orifice 
in said discharge tube which connects said annular space 
with the interior of the tube and with said outlet open 
ing; a supporting member within the container at a dis 
tance from the discharge tube and a resiliently deform 
able element so arranged between the supporting member 
and the discharge tube that its resiliency causes the rim 
of the cupped flange to be urged towards the sealing disk 
So as to seal thereagainst, the resiliency deformable ele 
ment being arranged and constructed so that it applies 
a pressure over a substantially punctiform area between 
the cupped flange and the supporting member at a loca 
tion on the axis of the discharge tube, said supporting 
member being constituted by a retaining cup which is 
Secured to the container and is provided with an aerosol 
passage which connects the interior of the container with 
the interior of the cup, the retaining cup having an edge in 
Sealing engagement with the sealing disk, said resiliently 
deformable element being constituted by a thin-walled, 
conical element made in one with the retaining cup and 
formed with at least one hole which connects said passage 
with the interior of the retaining cup, the conical ele 
ment having its apex on the axis of the discharge tube. 

5. An aerosol container with an outlet for the aerosol 
contents thereof, comprising in combination: a sealing 
disk within the container in sealing contact with a portion 
of the container around said outlet, an aperture in the 
Sealing disk, an aerosol discharge tube which has an out 
let opening the tube passing through the container outlet 
with clearance, being a tight fit in said aperture and be 
ing displaceable relative to the container outlet, an outer 
part of the discharge tube projecting through the aper 
ture outward from, and an inner part of the tube project 
ing inwardly into, the aerosol container; a cupped flange 
disposed around the inner part of the discharge tube, 
said flange having a circumferential rim and defining to 
gether with said inner part an annular space; an orifice 
in said discharge tube which connects said annular space 
with the interior of the tube and with said outlet open 
ing; a supporting member within the container at a dis 
tance from the discharge tube and a resiliently deform 
able element so arranged between the supporting mem 
ber and the discharge tube that its resiliency causes the 
rim of the cupped flange to be urged towards the sealing 
disk so as to seal thereagainst, the resiliently deformable 
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element being arranged and constructed so that it applies 
a pressure over a substantially punctiform area between 
the cupped flange and the supporting member at a loca 
tion on the axis of the discharge tube, said supporting 
member being constituted by a retaining cup which is se 
cured to the container and is provided with an aerosol 
passage which connects the interior of the container with 
the interior of the cup, the retaining cup having an edge 
in sealing engagement with the sealing disk, said resilient 
ly deformable element being constituted by a thin-walled, 
conical element secured to the bottom of the retaining 
cup around said passage and formed with at least one hole 
which connects said passage with the interior of the re 
taining cup, the conical element having its apex on the 
axis of the discharge tube. 

6. A spraying device for an aerosol container compris 
ing a flat sealing disk having an aperture therein, a dis 
charge tube extending through the aperture in Sealing 
engagement with said disk, a cup-shaped flange member 
having its periphery in engagement with Said disk and 
defining an enclosed annular space around said tube be 
low said disk, a passage communicating with the space 
around said disk and the interior of said discharge tube, 
a retaining cup having an upper annular edge portion in 
sealing engagement with said disk and including a lower 
portion with a passage adapted to extend downwardly into 
the container for receiving liquid to be discharged, and 
a resiliently deformable element disposed between said 
retaining cup and said cup-shaped flange member and 
supporting said cup-shaped flange member in a manner 
to resiliently bias the rim of said cup-shaped flange mem 
ber against said sealing disk, said resiliently deformable 
element being constructed and arranged so that it ap 
plies a pressure over a substantially punctiform area be 
tween said cup-shaped flange member and said retaining 
cup at a location on the axis of said discharge tube, said 
discharge tube being made in one piece with said cupped 
flange and being closed at the end opposite the end con 
taining the outlet opening; and wherein said resiliently 
deformable element is made in one piece with said sup 
porting member and is constituted by a pin or by a thin 
Walled cone having an apex which operatively engages the 
center of the closed end of the discharge tube. 

8 
7. A Spraying device for an aerosol container compris 

ing a flat sealing disk having an aperture therein, a dis 
charge tube extending through the aperture in sealing 
engagement with said disk, a cup-shaped flange member 

5 having its periphery in engagement with said disk and 
defining an enclosed annular space around said tube be 
low Said disk, a passage communicating with the space 
around said disk and the interior of said discharge tube, 
a retaining cup having an upper annular edge portion in 
Sealing engagement with said disk and including a lower 
portion with a passage adapted to extend downwardly 
into the container for receiving liquid to extend down 
Wardly into the container for receiving liquid to be dis 
charged, and a resiliently deformable element disposed 
between said retaining cup and said cup-shaped flange 
member and supporting said cup-shaped flange member 
in a manner to resiliently bias the rim of said cup-shaped 
flange member against said sealing disk, said resiliently 
deformable element being constructed and arranged so 
that it applies a pressure over a substantially punctiform 
area between said cup-shaped flange member and said 
retaining cup at a location on the axis of said discharge 
tube, said cupped flange being made in one piece with 
an element Secured to the discharge tube by snap action; 
and wherein said resiliently deformable element is made 
in one piece with said supporting member and is consti 
tuted by a pin or by a thin-walled cone having an apex 
which operatively engages the center of the closed end 
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